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Introduction

Gestational hypertension (GH) is a serious health
hazard for pregnant women and fetuses [1]. The inci-
dence of GH involves many epidemiological factors.
Pregnant women at a high gestational age (GA) [1, 2],
are obese [1, 3, 4], have multiple pregnancies (MP) [5,
6], are positive for previous pregnancy-induced hyper-
tension (P-PIH) [1], or have a spontaneous abortion
history (SAH) [7, 8] have increased GH risk. The inci-
dence of GH also involves many biochemical factors [3,
9]. Blood testing is a routine prenatal examination.
Current studies report that pregnant women with GH
have significantly different mean platelet volumes
(MPV) [10-12], platelet count (PLT) [13, 14], and
hematocrit (HCT) [15, 16] compared with normal preg-
nant women. In addition, the incidence of GH concerns
many hemodynamic factors [17-22]. Pregnant women
with GH have different hemodynamic changes com-
pared with normal pregnant women, as detected through
a non-invasive hemodynamic monitoring device pro-
duced by Beijing YES Medical Device Co., Ltd (China).
Changes in the total peripheral resistance (TPR) and
pulse waveform characteristic value (PWCV) are signif-
icantly correlated with GH risk [23-25].

The uterine artery resistance score (UARS) [26] and
the nomogram method [27] are two GH risk evaluation
techniques. Four indicators, namely, blood flow pul-
satility indices, [28] resistance indices [29], systolic and
diastolic blood flow velocity ratios (S/D), and early
diastolic notch [30] of both sides of the maternal uterine
artery are detected using color Doppler ultrasound at 24

to 25 weeks of gestation. UARS was established in the
current study. The nomogram method entails setting the
parity, previous preeclampsia, chronic hypertension,
diastolic blood pressure, and proteinuria at certain
values, with each value corresponding to the possible
percentage of the corresponding risk. The final sum is
then calculated as the GH risk.

UARS and the nomogram method have certain short-
comings. UARS only takes hemodynamic factors of GH
into account and does not consider the epidemiological
and biochemical factors. Therefore, the single score on
the GH risk expression has some deviations. The nomo-
gram method has more test parameters compared with
UARS but does not consider the epidemiologic, biolog-
ical, and hemodynamic factors in contributing to GH
risk expression.

Therefore, the incidence of GH is affected by epi-
demiological, biochemical, and hemodynamic factors.
However, GH risk evaluation methods are mostly one-
sided, non-diverse, and noncomprehensive. In the
current study, the GH results under the influence of epi-
demiological, biochemical, and hemodynamic factors
were investigated, and GH risk evaluation methods and
apparatus based on the foregoing factors were designed.

Methods and Results

GH risk evaluation method

In the present study, 751 pregnant women from the Beijing
Obstetrics and Gynecology Hospital, a large maternity unit in
China, were the research subjects. All pregnant women were
requested to proceed with the first measurement. Those who
had no concurrent obstetric or medical problems, such as
cardiac disease, chronic hypertension, chronic illness, or long-
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term use of medication, were accepted. All subjects had nulli-
parous pregnancies. All pregnancies were dated from the last
menstrual period and ultrasound examination before the 12th

week of gestation. The examinations were performed at 4-week
intervals from the prenatal visit until delivery. After completion
of the study, only pregnancies with entirely uneventful courses
were selected and added to the normal group. Pregnancies diag-
nosed with GH were added to the GH group. The diagnosis cri-
terion of GH was adopted according to the recommendation of
Danforth in Obstetrics and Gynecology, 3rd edition. Up to 457
patients were included in the normal group and 294 were placed
in the GH group.

The epidemiological data included P-PIH, singleton preg-
nancy or multiple pregnancies (SP-MP), progestational body
mass index (PBMI), SAH, and GA. The biochemical factors
included MPV, PLT, and HCT. The hemodynamic factors
included TPR and PWCV.

The data were analyzed using the chi-square test, non-
matched case control study, odds ratio (OR) value, and 95%
confidence interval to determine the factors in the pathogenesis
of GH. Multivariate logistic regression analysis was used, and
all statistical calculations were performed using the SPSS15.0
software.

The quantitative method used to determine the GH risk
factors is shown in Table 1. The OR value of each risk factor
was used to reflect the incidence probability of GH. The results
are shown in Table 2. After these factors underwent logistic
regression analysis, GA was discarded in a stepwise regression.
The final regression equation was as follows:

The chi-square test yielded the values χ2 = 311.296, p < 0.05.
The logistic regression equations were statistically significant.
The probability of GH occurrence (PGH) was calculated using
the formula below, and ROC curve analysis was performed. The
ROC area was 0.841, the standard error was 0.016, and the 95%
confidence intervals were 0.810-0.872.

GH risk evaluation apparatus

A GH risk evaluation method based on epidemiological, bio-
chemical, and hemodynamic factors was established. The epi-
demiological, biochemical, and hemodynamic factors of preg-
nant women were synthetically considered and logically
quantified. The GH risk was expressed as the GH risk value,
GH risk bar code, and GH risk color. The GH risk evaluation
apparatus included seven modules, namely, the epidemiological
and biochemical factor import module, the hemodynamic factor
import module, the logic switch array of GH risk factor forma-
tion module, the GH risk bar code generation module, the logic
switch value regression module, the GH risk color generation
module, and the GH risk display and output module.

As shown in Figure 1, the epidemiological, biochemical, and
hemodynamic factors were imported from the epidemiological
and biochemical factor import module and hemodynamic factor
import module. The logical switch value of each factor was for-
matted using the logic switch array of the GH risk factor forma-
tion module; the GH risk bar code was generated by the GH risk
bar code generation module; the GH risk value was computed by
the logic switch value regression modules; and the GH risk color
was generated by the GH risk color generation module. The final
GH risk value, bar code, and color were exported on the display
apparatus through the GH risk display and output module.

The epidemiological and biochemical factors of the pregnant
women were exported into the epidemiological and biochemi-
cal factor import module, and the hemodynamic factors were
imported into the hemodynamic factor import module.

The logic switch array of the GH risk factor formation module
consists of logic switches for the epidemiological, biochemical,
and hemodynamic factors. The logic switches for the epidemio-
logical factors were P-PIH, SP-MP, PBMI, SAH, and GA alter-
nately, with logic switch values of XP-PIH, XSP-MP, XPBMI, XSAH,
and XGA, respectively. The logic switches of the biochemical
factors were MPV, PLT, and HCT alternately, with logic switch
values of XMPV, XPLT, and XHCT, respectively. The logic switches
of the hemodynamic factors were TPR and PWCV, with logic
switch values of XTPR and XPWCV, respectively.

The logic switch value of each logic switch was 1 when the
logic switch was turned on and 0 when the logic switch was
turned off. The conditions for the logic switches and the corre-
sponding logic values are shown in Table 1.

LogitP = -3.055+2.274χP-PIH+2.161χSP-MP+1.625χPBMI+1.455χSAH

-1.526χMPV+0.670χPLT-0.575χHCT+2.283χTPR+1.099χPWCV

PGH = eLogitP

1 + eLogitP

Figure 2. — A typical example of GH risk bar code generated by GH risk
bar code generating module.

Figure 3. — Logic switch value regression module.

Figure 1. — Structure chart of GH risk evaluation apparatus based on epi-
demiological, biochemical and hemodynamic factors.
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The GH risk bar code was generated from the GH risk bar
code generation module in the order Xs, XTPR, XP-PIH, XSP-MP,
XPBMI, XMPV, XSAH, XPWCV, XPLT, XGA, XHCT, and Xe. Xs and Xe
are the logic switch values of the start and end tag switches,
respectively. Xs was 1 and Xe was 0. Figure 2 shows a typical
example of a GH risk bar code generated by the module, where
the GH risk bar code was 110011100010 based on the XTPR,
XPBMI, XMPV, XSAH, XPWCV, and XHCT logic switch values, which
were all 1. The XP-PIH, XSP-MP, XPWCV, XGA, and XHCT logic
switch values were 0.

The logic switch value regression module is shown in Figure
3. The GH risk bar code was imported, whereas the XP-PIH, XSP-

MP, XPBMI, XSAH, XGA, XMPV, XPLT, XHCT, XTPR, and XPWCV logic
switch values were exported. The epidemiological risk value
fphysiol, the biochemical risk value fbiochem, the hemodynamic risk
value fdynam, and the GH risk value fGH were generated using the
following formula:

Where P1, P2, P3, P4, P5, B1, B2, B3, D1, and D2 are the OR
values of the corresponding factors.

The GH risk color-generating module is shown in Figure 4.
The epidemiological risk value fphysiol corresponds to the red
value R; the biochemical risk value fbiochem, to the green value
G; the hemodynamic value fdynam, to the blue value B; and the
GH risk value fGH, to the color value C constructed by the red,
green, and blue values R, G, and B, respectively. The GH risk
color was generated by the color value C. R, G, and B is hexa-
decimal numbers generated by the following formula:

Where C is the {R, G, B} sequence.
The final GH risk value, bar code, and color were exported

on the display apparatus through the GH risk display and output
module. 

Discussion

Gestational age (GA) above 30 years is a risk factor for
preeclampsia superimposed on chronic hypertension and a
protective factor against preeclampsia [1]. Thadhani et al.
[32] found that obese pregnant women have a more
increased risk of GH than non-obese women. Compared
with women with a pregravid BMI of 21-22.9 kg/m2, the
relative risk of GH was 1.6 for women with BMI of 23-
24.9 kg/m2, 2.0 for BMI 25-29.9 kg/m2, and 2.6 for BMI
over 30 kg/m2. Multiple pregnancies are another risk factor
for GH. The logistic regression shows that twin pregnancy
carries a relative risk of 3.5 [33]. Other studies showed that
a positive family history of hypertension, hypercholes-
terolemia, chronic hypertension, and gestational diabetes
are closely related to increased risk of GH [34-36].

Pregnant women with TPR greater than or equal to 1.2
and with PWCV greater than or equal to 0.4 have signif-
icantly higher GH incidence. The results were 76.9% sen-

Table 1. — Quantitative method of GH risk factors.

GH risk factors/ Logic switch Quantitative method
Logic switch value

P-PIH XP-PIH P-PIH positive, XP-PIH = 1; 
P-PIH negative, XP-PIH = 0

SP-MP XSP-MP Multiple pregnancies, XSP-MP = 1; 
Singleton pregnancy, XSP-MP = 0

PBMI XPBMI PBMI ≥ 0.24 kg/cm2, XPBMI = 1; 
PBMI < 0.24 kg/cm2, XPBMI = 0

SAH XSAH SAH positive, XSAH = 1; 
SAH negative, XSAH = 0

GA XGA GA ≥ 35, XGA = 1;
GA < 35, XGA = 0

MPV XMPV MPV positive, XMPV = 1; 
MPV negative, XMPV = 0

PLT XPLT PLT positive, XPLT = 1;
PLT negative, XPLT = 0

HCT XHCT HCT positive, XHCT = 1; 
HCT negative, XHCT = 0

TPR XTPR TPR ≥ 1.2, XTPR = 1; 
TPR < 1.2, XTPR = 0

PWCV XPWCV PWCV ≥ 0.4, XPWCV = 1; 
PWCV < 0.4, XPWCV = 0

Table 2. — Multiple factors analysis results of GH.

Logic switch value χ2 p OR 95% CI (OR)

XP-PIH 3.110 0.078 9.718 0.776~121.687
XSP-MP 14.259 0.000 8.679 2.827~26.644
XPBMI 51.085 0.000 5.079 3.253~7.931
XSAH 10.427 0.001 4.283 1.771~10.355
XGA 9.105 0.003 1.693 1.203~2.384
XMPV 52.343 0.000 4.602 3.043~6.985
XPLT 2.897 0.089 1.954 0.903~4.226
XHCT 3.756 0.053 0.563 0.315~1.007
XTPR 52.764 0.000 9.809 5.297~18.163
XPWCV 10.708 0.001 3.002 1.554~5.800

Figure 4. — GH risk color generation module.
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sitivity and 74.7% specificity [24]. Yu et al. [37] devel-
oped a predictive model for preeclampsia and found that
the combination of uterine artery Doppler ultrasound and
maternal factors provides the best estimate of risk.
Gomez et al. [38] analyzed the uterine artery Doppler at
11-14 weeks of gestation to screen for hypertensive dis-
orders and associated complications in an unselected
population. They produced a scoring system with a sen-
sitivity of 23.9% and a specificity of 93.8% to screen all
complications of a mean PI > 95th percentile, which was
found in 53/999 pregnancies. In the screening for
preeclampsia, the detection rate for a 5% false-positive
rate was 14.1% for PAPP-A, 54.7% for uterine artery
mean PI, and 62.1% for a combination of PAPP-A and
uterine artery mean PI [39]. Lee et al. [40] integrated a
multifactorial model based on mid-trimester beta-hCG
levels for the prediction of severe preeclampsia, with a
sensitivity of 70% and a specificity of 71%. The mean
MSuE [3] levels in patients with early onset were signif-
icantly lower than in patients with late-onset severe
preeclampsia. High MSAFP and hCG and low MSuE [3]
may be significant markers of early- rather than late-
onset severe preeclampsia [41].

UARS has four indicators, namely, the blood flow pul-
satility indices, resistance indices, systolic and diastolic
blood flow velocity ratios (S/D), and early diastolic notch
of both sides of the maternal uterine artery. The UARS
for the prediction of PIH also appeared statistically sig-
nificant (p < 0. 01), with its optimal cutoff level ≥ 4
scores. The value of UARS for the prediction of PIH was
much higher than that of other single parameters, with
50% sensitivity and 98.9% specificity [26]. Deis et al.
[27] created a nomogram for the individual prediction of
preeclampsia based on multivariate analysis, nulliparity,
previous preeclampsia, diastolic blood pressure, bipari-
etal diameter, and umbilical artery Doppler resistance
index which were introduced into a nomogram with an
area under the ROC curve = 0.73.

Therefore, GH risk evaluation methods and apparatus
were established by considering the high risk factors of
GH, including epidemiological, biochemical, and hemo-
dynamic factors. The risk factors were quantified, valu-
ated, and demonstrated in the evaluation apparatus. The
sensitivity and specificity were 74.15% and 81.84%. The
ROC area under the curve was 0.841. The combination of
epidemiological, biochemical, and hemodynamic factors
in evaluating the risk of GH produced better results than
the single-factor evaluation method. The evaluation
methods and apparatus may determine the possible
occurrence of GH for early intervention and for reduction
of maternal and child hazards.

Conclusion

GH risk evaluation methods and apparatus based on
epidemiological, biochemical, and hemodynamic factors
were proposed. The GH risk evaluation methods and
apparatus automatically imported epidemiological, bio-
chemical, and hemodynamic factors from the case man-

agement computer, monitored the GH noninvasive hemo-
dynamic factors, and expressed the GH risk as values, bar
codes, and colors through logic array analysis. The GH
risk values, including PGH and fGH, can effectively yield
the GH risk level, which is important for early prediction,
early detection, and early intervention of GH and for
improving the quality of perinatal care. The GH risk bar
code can improve the degree of automation of data
storage, transmission, and identification in GH monitor-
ing. The GH risk color can improve the macro descrip-
tion of the GH risk.
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